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The Bride and Groom planned a __________ wedding, with a ________ 

planned rehearsal the night before. But as with many things that are 

planned _________, there always seems to be at least _______ thing 

that goes wrong.  In this case, though, ________ things kept 

__________ the plans.  Like the ___________ getting lost to a 

church she had attended many times, the bride’s ________ forgetting 

his lines repeatedly and the _________ girl __________ to walk 

down the Aisle without her _________ full of flowers.  It took much 

longer than they Had __________ and by the time they reached the 

_________ for the rehearsal dinner, the __________ were lost and 

they had to eat at ___________.  Afterwards, as the groom was saying 

__________ to his dearly beloved, he said, "Hey, _________, maybe we 

should rehearse the honeymoon, just in case?!".  She ___________, and 

said with the luck we’ve been having tonight, it wouldn’t __________.
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